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What is UX?



What is UX?

Everything!

UX Research

UX Design



How is UX work structured in 
academic libraries?
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Facets

• Organizational structure
oUX position

oUX group (committee, working group)

oNon-UX group (e.g. web committee, assessment committee)

oHelpers (informal group)

• UX responsibility
o Solo UXer

o Lead

o Informal UXer

• UX focus – web focus or not



How is UX work supported in 
academic libraries?



Supports highlighted by participants

• Library management support
oFunding for user research 

incentives

oManagement interested in UX

oGiven responsibility for UX

oGiven freedom to do UX work

oManagement “has your back”

oUX included in library planning

oStaff given time for UX work

oUX included in job 
responsibilities

• Support from colleagues

• Library structures (e.g. 
committees, reporting 
structures, position 
description)

• Wider UX community

• General culture of the library

• Support from other units on 
campus



What (seems to) make a 
difference?



Structure: UX group with a broad focus

• Much better than a UX position is a UX group
oParticipants with a UX group cited big impacts, had authority, and felt 

supported by colleagues.

• If not a UX group, then informal helpers
oParticipants with helpers cited some impacts, including shifting the library 

culture toward UX, as well as support from colleagues.

• Move away from web-focused UX
oParticipants without a web focus described more support, more authority, and 

were more able to cite impacts than those with a web focus. 



Supports

• Colleagues involved in UX work
o Involving colleagues helped shift the library toward a UX-friendly mindset and 

positively affected UX workers.

• Given authority for implementation
oParticipants who cited impacts were able to directly implement changes or 

ensure that others did so.

• Concrete management support
oParticipants who cited impacts and support from colleagues also pointed to 

management interest in UX and staff being allowed time to do UX work.



Conclusion



UX work in academic libraries needs:

• strong support from management that makes it clear that UX is 
valued and expected work

• authority to implement recommendations, or mechanisms to ensure 
that others implement them

• more than one person doing the work

• to have a wider focus than the web.



Finally:

• Informal UX work carried out by enthusiastic library workers can 
lead to many positive changes. However, formal structures and 
supports are necessary to create the conditions for both impactful 
work and worker well-being over the long term.

• The impact of moving from unstructured UX work that depends on 
worker enthusiasm to formally structured and supported UX work:



“At my old job I had to stay motivated; I had to pump 
myself up to get it done and always be the one 
advocating for it [UX]. That took a lot of energy. 
Whereas here, my personal motivation doesn’t really 
matter. It’s what I do. I don’t think about it that way 
anymore. It’s not a Sisyphus kind of situation.”

“Now that I don’t have to advocate for UX, I can use 
that time and energy to do work and show some 
results.”
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